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Abstract 
Wilkie Collins’s The Moonstone (1868) is widely regarded as a landmark in the 

history of British detective fiction. As a prototypical detective novel, it also 

exhibits influences from many fictional genres. In this essay, I focus on the 

coming-of-age plot in the novel and analyze how The Moonstone rewrites the 

Bildungsroman for its self-fashioning as detective fiction. Through a modern 

individual’s successful socialization, the classical Bildungsroman expresses the 

belief that organic national culture can domesticate social mobility in the age of 

rapid modernization and imperial expansion. Collins’s novel reproduces this 

coming-of-age narrative and demonstrates the restoration of social normalcy in 

the face of colonial threats posed to the imperial center. This essay contends, 

however, that the coming-of-age narrative and the detective narrative bifurcate 

as Blake, the central character who comes of age at the end, fails to develop 

necessary agency for detective work. During a time of increasing class conflicts 

allied to exploitative transnational economy, the normative socio-national fabric 

the Bildungsroman symbolizes proves to be incompetent. Instead, the agency 

that restores national identity and completes Blake’s coming of age derives from 

subjects associated with social uprootedness and degeneration, those who 

compromise the cultural logic of the Bildungsroman. The coming-of-age 

narrative in this quasi-detective novel provides a normative façade but fails to 

solve the problem for which it is summoned. This essay discusses how a detective 

fiction emerges in dialectic with the Bildungsroman. 
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Introduction 
 

Wilkie Collins’s The Moonstone (1868) is a landmark in the rise of British 

detective fiction. If critics do not literally accept T. S. Eliot’s definition of the novel 

as “the first, the longest, and the best of modern English detective novels” (413), 

Stephen Knight still contends that The Moonstone is “certainly more formally like a 

detective story than the earlier sensational novels” (44) as it illustrates “a great deal 

of evidence, investigation, and finally both amazing revelation and just retribution” 

(44). Nevertheless, Knight’s comments simultaneously suggest that The Moonstone 

did not yet mark the formal perfection of the genre; for example, a single masterly 

detective like Dupin of Edgar Allan Poe’s detective stories had yet to emerge. 

According to Knight, it is in the figure of Sherlock Holmes in the later years of the 

century that readers find a full-fledged detective in British literature who is “highly 

intelligent, essentially moral, somewhat elitist, all-knowing, disciplinary in 

knowledge and skills, energetic, eccentric, yet also in touch with the ordinary people” 

(55). Martin Priestman also claims that detective fiction became a recognizable, self-

conscious genre no earlier than with Holmes: “It now knows what it is and what it is 

trying to do, as does its public” (“Introduction” 4). Many critics see Collins’s The 

Moonstone as an important but still transitional work during the emergence of the 

British detective genre. This massive novel does not fall neatly into any single literary 

category. As recent scholars of detective or crime fiction resist any teleological 

historiography of the genre but seek to diversify its cultural sources from the 

eighteenth to the mid-nineteenth century, more generic peculiarities of The 

Moonstone remain to be explored.1 

Recent studies of the detective genre acknowledge lingering influences of 

earlier crime writings as well as its adjacent forms.2 As a prototypical detective 

                                                           
1 As for earlier textual traditions of crime, for example, Ian A. Bell notes that the early eighteenth-

century crime writings do not represent any acute necessity for policing and detection, but the late 
eighteenth-century texts begin to manifest “the slow building-up of confidence in the proactive, 
professional police force” (16). Lyn Pykett compares the Newgate novels of the early nineteenth 
century with sensation fiction a generation later, and analyzes the shift of focus from frequently 
romanticized criminals in urban underworlds to crimes in the domestic sphere (19-39). Heather 
Worthington draws attention to the mid-nineteenth-century texts of crime and detection that 
appeared in the periodicals, especially William Russell’s series, “Recollections of a Police-Officer.” 
The series exerts disciplinary power as “[c]rime is contained and the criminal punished: order is 
reinstated. And the reader internalises the values and ideology implicit in the narratives” 
(Worthington 141). 

2 Scholars of the genre have also inquired into social contexts in which the detective genre came 
to rise. See Ronald R. Thomas for the establishment of forensic science and its influence on the 
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fiction, The Moonstone emerges as a discursive field in which multiple traditional 

genres combine and collide. Of such various legacies as gothic fiction, sensation 

fiction, or mystery fiction, this essay chooses to focus on the classical coming-of-age 

narrative, the Bildungsroman. In the following pages, I analyze how Collins’s novel 

rewrites the Bildungsroman for its self-fashioning as detective fiction. In doing so, I 

do not intend to decide the extent to which The Moonstone is a detective novel or a 

Bildungsroman. Nor do I attempt to rewrite an alternative history of detective fiction 

by focusing on the legacy of the coming-of-age narrative. Instead, I argue that, by 

reading Collins’s novel as a revision, or parody, of the Bildungsroman, we can come 

closer to a better understanding of the cultural logic that the novel performs as 

foundational detective fiction. Ultimately, an analysis of the dialectic between the 

coming-of-age and detective narratives in this novel will help to illuminate the 

ideological workings and contradictions of detection in imperial contexts.  

Just as in the case of detective fiction, the Bildungsroman as a genre should 

never be deemed as monological. The Bildungsroman is not a coherent literary form 

but an amalgamation of various cultural legacies and fluctuating historical conditions. 

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre (Wilhelm Meister’s 

Apprenticeship, 1795/96), widely regarded as one of the earliest and most influential 

works of the genre, reflects the time of drastic social change in Germany in the wake 

of the French Revolution.  When I mention the Bildungsroman in this essay, I refer 

to Goethe’s work or the classical British examples from the early and mid-nineteenth 

century—the likes of Jane Austen’s Emma (1815) or Charles Dickens’s Great 

Expectations (1861). A typical Bildungsroman centers upon a biographical form to 

stylize a character’s socialization. According to Fritz Martini, the genre grew out of 

the cultural context of the late eighteenth century, one heavily influenced by the 

Enlightenment. The classical Bildungsroman portrays the growth of the inner soul 

through social experience and emphasizes “an ideal of education concerned with the 

exercise of reason and feeling and aimed at the whole person” (Martini 7). The genre 

expresses the belief that aesthetic, moral, and intellectual educations can combine to 

nurture a citizen as befits the emerging modern national culture.  

Franco Moretti provides arguably the most substantial analysis of the 

ideological workings of the genre against the nineteenth-century history of capitalism, 

and this essay will primarily rely on his theoretical work. Moretti argues that the rise 

                                                           
genre. See Haia Shpayer-Makov for a politico-economic study of the rise of detectives when 
bureaucratization accelerated under the state capitalism in the late nineteenth century. For a study 
of late Victorian social movements regarding/in terms of regarding ‘purity’ and their association 
with detective fiction, see Christopher Pittard. 
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of the genre is inseparable from that of capitalist modernity. The young protagonist 

wishes to explore the world and develop an authentic self. In the course of events, he 

challenges established institutions and norms by dint of unprecedented ambition. The 

modern youth’s pursuit of social mobility represents the social and economic 

dynamism of the middle class and the leveling force of capital: “It is a necessary 

exploration: in dismantling the continuity between generations, as is well known, the 

new and destabilizing forces of capitalism impose a hitherto unknown mobility” 

(Moretti 4; emphasis in original). The protagonist carries a distinct, independent 

interiority, and inevitably conflicts with traditional cultural codes or the strict class 

system—everything he perceives as antagonistic to his own style of coming of age.  

The classical Bildungsroman portrays how the modern individual ultimately 

reconciles, or compromises, with those social norms. For instance, Emma 

Woodhouse in Emma eventually learns of flaws in her independent but immature 

thoughts and accepts Mr. Knightley’s superior guidance by becoming his wife. Pip 

in Great Expectations finally regrets his snobbish, success-oriented life in London 

and apologizes to and reconciles with Joe, his brother-in-law—an honest, 

hardworking, but socially conforming blacksmith. Moretti points out: “Self-

development and integration are complementary trajectories, and at their point of 

encounter and equilibrium lies that full and double meaning that is ‘maturity.’ When 

this has been reached, the narration has fulfilled its aim and can peacefully end” (18-

19). The protagonists’ socialization and reconciliation demonstrate the belief, or hope, 

that existing socio-national orders can domesticate the new social relations of 

capitalism. Jed Esty also focuses on the socializing power of national culture in 

narratives of the modern individual’s coming of age and argues that “the discourse of 

the nation supplies . . . an emergent language of historical continuity or social identity 

amid the rapid and sweeping changes of industrialization” (4). The coming-of-age 

narrative usually becomes complete as the protagonist voluntarily admits to norms of 

his national culture and—often through the form of marriage—settles down. By 

compromising the modern ethos of resistance and independence, Moretti argues, 

“[t]he classical Bildungsroman narrates how the French revolution could have been 

avoided” (64). 

Moreover, my project to discover and analyze a classical coming-of-age plot in 

Collins’s novel is based on the premise that the genre has never been distinctly 

separate from detective fiction. Of course, the Bildungsroman in general depicts an 

extended maturing process of a character whereas the typical plot of detective fiction 

covers a short period during which a crime occurs and is relatively soon solved by a 

detective figure equipped with an extraordinary power of reasoning: Sherlock 
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Holmes infamously never takes long to solve his cases. Nevertheless, many scholars 

have already hinted at their overlaps. Knight points out that, in order to render his 

detective series “Recollections of a Police-Officer” palatable to middle-class readers, 

William Russell illustrates “methods of patient attention and naive persistence that 

were themselves key values in the nineteenth-century litany of self-improvement” (31; 

emphasis added). Worthington also notes that, in most of Russell’s series, “the sub-

plot of romantic interest culminates in marriage or the promise of marriage, 

reiterating and restoring social order in the form of the middle-class family” (156). 

Detection reinstates order and protects the normative progress of society for middle-

class readers; then, the classical coming-of-age motif is summoned to symbolize the 

attainment of those ideals.  

Despite this interconnectedness, no critic has investigated this in depth in the 

case of The Moonstone. Rather than analyzing Collins’s novel as a rewriting of the 

Bildungsroman, most critics focus on the working of disciplinary power against 

threats posed to British domesticity. As a scholar pioneering this approach, D. A. 

Miller conducts a Foucauldian reading and claims that the novel is “a parable of the 

modern policing power” (51). What Miller sees as the omnipresent and omniscient 

detective power makes the novel “thoroughly monological” (54). Many scholars 

disagree with Miller’s reading and draw attention to ideological contradictions and 

ambiguity that pervade multiple voices of the novel. For example, Tamar Heller 

argues that the novel “defers rather than fixes meaning” as it reveals other forms of 

social repression while appearing to conceal some (142). Ronald R. Thomas also 

elaborates on how most characters only “pretend” innocence although their society 

seems to restore their innocence by detecting corrupting agents from the outside. A 

similar critical approach is also Melissa Free’s study of how the novel uncovers the 

interdependence between home and away, highlighting the unfinishable nature of 

detective work at home.  

Notwithstanding the multiplicity of the criticisms that center upon disciplinary 

power, the study of The Moonstone’s generic complexity has not gone much farther 

than seeing it as a “quasi-detective” novel (Worthington 168). This failure to delve 

into the narrative of coming of age in the novel leaves some important questions 

unanswered; for example, how a genre rewrites another for its own birth and how the 

rewriting process itself reflects some essential cultural needs. What makes The 

Moonstone crucial for my research is that, as one of the transitional, “quasi” detective 

novels, it carries many features of the traditional narrative of coming of age. Indeed, 

The Moonstone is useful in literary history courses to show how detective fiction 

emerged by interacting with another literary form.  
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Blake’s Coming of Age and His Limited Class Consciousness 
 

In The Moonstone, the protagonist Franklin Blake is a mastermind that 

organizes several witness-narratives, including his own. Structurally central in the 

novel, Blake is also thematically central as most events converge on proving that he 

is innocent and thus marriageable. According to the head servant Mr. Betteredge, 

Blake “came of good blood; he had a high courage; and he was five-and-twenty years 

of age” (15-16). Born into a landowner’s family, he is of somewhat frivolous nature 

but only to an agreeable degree. He maintains friendly terms with everybody around 

him, including his servants. Blake’s characterization thus allows readers to anticipate 

an interclass social wholeness through his emergence as a mature, legitimate heir. He 

has been endowed with modern education, and now returns home to complete his 

coming of age, i.e., the marriage with his beloved cousin, Rachel. Upon Blake’s 

return, Betteredge says: “Look as I might, I could see no more of his boy’s rosy 

cheeks than of his boy’s trim little jacket. . . . He had a lively touch-and-go way with 

him, very pleasant and engaging” (27). Earlier parts of the novel portray this 

blooming youth as representative of the old British upper class and at the same time 

as its socially amiable and still promising look. He seems to be an ideal candidate for 

the leading role in a Bildungsroman that could ease increasing class tension and 

reimagine social harmony in a time of rapid industrialization, social mobility, and 

imperial expansion. 

Predictably, therefore, the major plot unfolds as Blake faces a problem that 

threatens both his personal coming of age and national identity. By the end of the plot 

in which he has eventually overcome his initial rashness, proven his marriageability, 

and established himself as a reinstated heir, readers also see the case solved and the 

social wholeness restored. Hence alongside the narrative of detection is the narrative 

of coming of age. The overall plot moves toward his attaining a normative English 

subjectivity and a heterosexual, intraracial modern family. The narrative momentum 

to complete his socialization simultaneously drives the detective work forward.  

It is the moonstone that causes this interlocking between social and individual 

needs, and also between his coming of age and detective work. The moonstone 

disappearance during the night of Rachel’s birthday ends up deterring his marriage 

and brings into this British domesticity the imperial curse owing to the massacres at 

the Siege of Seringapatam. This cursed moonstone, which results in a series of 

mysteries and the dispersion of the family, epitomizes the guilt of imperial crimes 

committed in South Asia and the fear that imperial wealth might economically and 
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morally compromise English national integrity.3 Betteredge’s comment upon the 

cursed item points to this fear of contradictions in the West-led modernization: “Who 

ever heard the like of it . . . in the nineteenth century, mind; in an age of progress, and 

in a country which rejoices in the blessings of the British constitution?” (33). Now 

the ideological end of the detective work is to locate and eliminate this formidable 

threat so as to cover up the embarrassing sense of guilt and disgrace and restore the 

national character.  

In the face of this unprecedented crisis, however, Blake’s coming of age and 

the required detective work begin to bifurcate despite their physical as well as 

discursive proximity. Although Blake himself takes such detective actions as 

observing people involved in the case, gathering some evidence, and trying to unravel 

the mystery logically, this adequately educated and only agreeably indiscreet young 

modern individual from the British upper class turns out to be incompetent. Whereas 

the classical Bildungsroman symbolizes an interclass social whole through the 

protagonist’s socialization, Blake’s work falters partly due to his class-based bias and 

failure at interclass communication.4 The Verinders’ second housemaid Rosanna 

passionately loves Blake and approaches him several times to intimate her decisive 

involvement in the case, but to no avail. Betteredge says, “Neither Mr Franklin, with 

his wonderful foreign training, nor I, with my age, experience, and natural mother-

wit, had the ghost of an idea of what Rosanna Spearman’s unaccountable behaviour 

really meant” (26-27). Neither the modern knowledge gained from Blake’s “foreign 

training” nor the British national tradition embodied in Betteredge’s experience—the 

two primary components of the Bildungsroman—overcomes this interpretive failure 

owing to class division.  

                                                           
3 Melissa Free provides a biographical detail relevant for this sense of imperial guilt. Collins was 

always reluctant to affirm imperial projects unlike his colleague and close friend Charles Dickens. 
See her analysis for how he even had to disguise his true political intent in his non-fictional writings 
about empire in order to avoid his friend’s censorship. 

4 By contrasting The Moonstone with the classical Bildungsroman, I do not mean to suggest that 
the latter actually expresses any ideal harmony of the individual and society. That would be 
implausible as long as we readily acknowledge the essential heterogeneity of the nineteenth-century 
novel—what Henry James once called those “large, loose, baggy monsters”—or its dialogic nature 
as Bakhtin famously conceptualizes. I, therefore, refer to the ideal of the Bildungsroman only as an 
absent cause. Novels like Emma or Great Expectations offer only relatively optimistic views toward 
that ideal under only relatively favorable historical and cultural conditions. Nevertheless, their 
relative optimism still becomes significant when compared with the likes of Jude the Obscure or 
The Voyage Out—those later novels in which protagonists “fail” to come of age. In order to 
accentuate characteristics of The Moonstone’s own coming-of-age narrative, I strategically contrast 
it to what I call the classical, “ideal” Bildungsroman.  
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In the mid- to late nineteenth century, a time that is characterized by 

increasingly divisive social crises in Britain, the kind of social wholeness that the 

Bildungsroman would symbolize becomes increasingly questionable. Collins’s novel 

covers the years 1847 and 1848 when Chartism was peaking in Britain in tandem 

with the revolutionary fervor throughout Continental Europe. The Moonstone alludes 

to the contemporary class tension through the limited scope of the hegemonic class 

consciousness Blake represents. Tamar Heller is correct in saying that “[t]he lack of 

communication between Rosanna and Blake shows how members of the working 

class are invisible to those they serve” (147). Only another housemaid, Betteredge’s 

daughter Penelope, realizes early in the plot that “the poor thing [Rosanna] is 

breaking her heart about Mr Franklin Blake,” but her voice is not heard by Blake at 

critical moments (92).  

In The Servant’s Hand, Bruce Robbins analyzes literary representations of the 

servant in Victorian and modern British literature and argues that marginalized 

servant-characters problematize the conventional distinction between private and 

public for the modern family. Capitalism expels servants from the modern nuclear 

family, but they still stand in “for the absent member of a larger, former family” (157). 

Servant characters often play a fatal role in Victorian literature and evoke the 

traditional communal responsibility that capitalism has set aside “in order to turn 

family members into wage laborers” (151). According to Robbins, many modernist 

fictions depict a utopian social whole in which everyone, including the servant, is 

invited, and thereby express the “specific desire that is stimulated by inequalities of 

class and race and seeks obscurely to abolish them” (164). Reading The Moonstone 

through the interpretative lens provided by Robbins, one can see that Blake’s narrow 

perspective, due to his upper class upbringing, fails to recognize his servant 

Rosanna’s claim for a wider circle of intimacy. Through Blake’s critical failure at 

detective work despite his modern education, lively character, and centrality in the 

narration, this novel reveals the inadequacy of his coming of age at resolving 

class/gender alienation and evoking national harmony. The ending of the novel makes 

it clear that if Blake had successfully noticed Rosanna’s mental anguish in a timely 

fashion, the case of the stolen jewel would have been solved much earlier. The 

structural irony of the plot, therefore, is that Blake’s limited consciousness does not 

hinder but rather necessitates an extended detective work/narrative. 

The limitedness of Blake’s consciousness is further aggravated by the fact that 

the detective power demanded for this particular case needs to reach far beyond the 

epistemic bounds of conventional socio-national relations. Circulating under the 

imperial network of exploitation, the moonstone reifies the social relations of the 
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colonizer and colonized. This fetishistic nature of the jewel is concealed when the 

moonstone is given as a luxurious birthday gift to Rachel by her uncle. The uncle also 

disguises his true intent for revenge beneath the brilliance of this jewel.5  These 

multiple modes of deception and fetishism based on the transnational network of 

capitalism prove too much for Blake’s limited agency. His privileged but normative 

modern education does not enable him to see through the mystery of the lost treasure 

and other related deceptions of the time. As I discussed earlier, the traditional 

Bildungsroman arises from, and reaffirms, the national tradition in containing the 

explosiveness of modernity, and Blake’s education and growth are at best limited to 

the European continent in a way that resembles the aristocratic youth’s conventional 

Grand Tour. The story proceeds by highlighting the narrow representational capacity 

of his own discourse, rather than any sign of its maturing or widening. In the midst 

of his own detecting activities, Blake cries: “What was to be said next? [W]hat was 

to be done next?” (345). In this coming-of-age/detective novel, detective work needs 

to occur outside the conventional coming-of-age discourse that its central character 

pursues. 

 

Detective Work, Uprootedness, and Degeneration 
 

In The Moonstone, readers can find proper detective power in three characters 

whose common feature can best be interpreted as “uprootedness.” The ontological 

status of uprootedness symbolizes not the coming of age but its impossibility; basic 

biological knowledge tells that uprooted beings cannot settle and grow. Sergeant Cuff, 

Mr. Murthwaite, and Ezra Jennings are not the kind of subjects that socialize as part 

of a bounded national culture. Instead, to varying degrees they all embody perpetual 

mobility and liminality, the unorthodox and socially intimidating power of reasoning, 

and no settlement or generational continuity. Their detective power grows stronger 

as they get farther from the cultural assumptions of the Bildungsroman.  

Known as one of the pioneering detective figures in the history of British 

detective fiction, Sergeant Cuff boasts of an almost surreal power of reasoning which 

becomes a possible threat to the rooted social norms of Britain. Not a private detective 

but still hired as a confidential agent, he is entitled to step into the private sphere of 

the Verinders. He thus compromises the boundary between the private and public 

spheres: “‘I suppose you know, Mr Cuff,’ [Blake] said, ‘that you are treading on 

delicate ground?’ ‘It isn’t the first time, by a good many hundreds, that I find myself 

                                                           
5 See Talairach-Vielmas for an analysis of the fetishistic culture in the Victorian metropolis with 

a focus on “the magic of the Great Exhibition” (75).   
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treading on delicate ground,’ answered the other” (118). As a champion of 

professionalized skills based exclusively on logic, reason, and statistics with no trace 

of familial or local ties, Cuff repetitively threatens to violate the heretofore “sacred” 

region of normative and intimate relations.  

The force of Cuff’s pure reasoning against existing social relations appears 

most dramatically in his confrontation with Lady Verinder over his accusation of her 

daughter Rachel: “She met the Sergeant’s eye with an eye that was as steady as his 

own. The family spirit showed itself in every line of her face” (161). The privately 

and also culturally rooted knowledge she stands for as a noble person in this old 

community is pitted with equal vehemence against Cuff’s seemingly immaculate 

logic: “My one reason for speaking positively, is the reason you have heard already. 

I know my child” (163). While the traditional Bildungsroman advocates the 

graduated integration of modernity within national continuity, Cuff embodies the 

power of logic to its extreme and defies time-honored, communal, and intimate 

realms of power. His very competence as a detective rules out the ideal synthesis of 

the Bildungsroman from his detective process. While Cuff assists with Blake’s 

coming of age in appearance, he undermines its social purpose in reality.   

Understandably, therefore, it is when Cuff reveals his limitations as a detective 

that he no longer threatens the existing society. The head servant Betteredge’s 

animosity toward this freak of nature never entirely disappears but remains humorous, 

and he gradually trusts Cuff. Betteredge represents the new public that remains loyal 

to the English tradition of landed aristocracy but begins to accept this new kind of 

expertise. Caroline Reitz notes that “[i]n the character of Betteredge, Collins 

dramatizes an Englishman’s evolution from suspicion to appreciation of what Cuff 

represents: a complex imperial world and the profession (detection) such a world 

makes necessary” (61). To put it differently, Cuff still manages to reconcile with the 

existing culture thanks to the fact that he is skillful but not too skillful as a sleuth, and 

thus is not too eccentric to be socially accepted. At critical moments his power of 

reasoning remains confined to the domestic field of experience and the orthodox 

manner of scientific inquiry. He fails to see through the maidservant Rosanna’s 

maddened affection for Blake. Nor does he understand the imperial social relations 

behind the moonstone. As a result, he wrongly attributes its disappearance to Rachel’s 

insolvency since he has dealt with similar cases of young British upper-class ladies 

within his socio-national circle. In the face of this unheard-of crisis, the interpretative 

network that is still based on customary gender understanding and sociological 

knowledge proves to be incompetent. Cuff’s detective work needs to be 

supplemented by two other detective figures.  
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Murthwaite is the second detective character and discovers critical clues to 

solve the case. As another source of the crucial agency for restoring British social 

normalcy, he ironically carries a heightened liminality and mobility that will further 

alienate him from the British social fabric than Cuff. Betteredge hints at Murthwaite’s 

symbolic uprootedness and refusal to settle down as a coherent national subject by 

pointing out that he “had penetrated in disguise where no European had ever set foot 

before” (65). With somewhat unrealistic abilities at language learning and the art of 

disguise, Murthwaite can “go native” at his whims and mingle with Indians without 

being noticed.6  

Thanks to his social detachedness, boundary-blurring geopolitical mobility, and 

cross-racial intimacy, Murthwaite helps the Verinders’ lawyer Mr. Bruff to penetrate 

the Indians’ intention. Bruff says: “It was impossible to deny that he had met my 

difficulty fairly; thanks to his superior knowledge of the Indian character—and 

thanks to his not having had hundreds of other Wills to think of” (284; emphasis 

added). Emphasized in these words by Bruff is not just Murthwaite’s advanced 

knowledge of Indian languages and culture but also his fortunate detachment from 

the British bureaucratic system—the very system in which professionals like Bruff 

and Cuff are involved to the disadvantage of their detective work. Moretti contends 

that “work in the Bildungsroman creates a continuity between external and internal, 

between the ‘best and most intimate’ part of the soul and the ‘public’ aspect of 

existence” (30). Owing to his detachment from any conventional profession or 

normal interpretative taxonomy, Murthwaite better copes with similarly protean and 

deceptive elements in and outside of the society.  

Whereas Sergeant Cuff still exerts his power solely to restore the damaged 

social wholeness, Murthwaite’s more uncompromising agency by nature cannot 

function only to affirm the teleological ideal of the classical Bildungsroman. As the 

final narrator, he describes the sublime scene in which the moonstone is returned to 

its original location, the statue of a Hindu god. He says, “You have lost sight of it in 

England, and . . . you have lost sight of it forever. So the years pass, and repeat each 

other; so the same events revolve in the cycles of time. What will be the next 

adventures of the Moonstone? Who can tell?” (466). Murthwaite’s comments 

indicate that the moonstone has forever eluded British imperial power—the power 

that seeks to claim and commodify every exotic item under the rule of world 

capitalism. Lauren Goodlad focuses on the auratic feature of the moonstone and 

                                                           
6 Patrick Brantlinger’s “Going Native in Nineteenth Century History and Literature,” Taming 

Cannibals provides a succinct but useful account about the theme of going native and its potentially 
subversive implications in both imperial and domestic fictions. 
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argues that it “metonymizes India’s sovereignty while refracting Britain’s contingent 

imperial power” (136). In the above quote, Murthwaite refers to the circular nature 

of time, disavowing the imperial West’s belief in the linear progress of history. His 

exceptional mobility and liminal status are of such a contingent and indeterminate 

nature that they help to restore the national character through Blake’s coming of age 

on the one hand but also disclose its provinciality on the other. As for another crucial 

factor in the detective work, Murthwaite demonstrates that one’s detective efficiency 

increases in proportion with one’s uprootedness, that is, one’s alienation from the 

classical coming of age.  

Detective agency culminates in Ezra Jennings. Jennings’s contribution and 

sacrifice finally allow Blake to redeem himself, marry Rachel, and achieve 

reproduction in a socially proper style. As an English-educated subaltern character, 

Jennings ensures that “English ruling-class life may resume a complacent serenity 

untroubled by memories of who looted India fifty years ago and unmolested by 

relentless Indians” (David 142). Jennings is a creole character marginalized by British 

mainstream society for the unsettling heterogeneity of his identity. He is required to 

assist those in the mainstream but at the same time silence himself because what he 

needs to do is detect and eliminate alien elements within the nation just like himself: 

“I [Jennings] was born, and partly brought up, in one of our colonies. My father was 

an Englishman; but my mother—We are straying away from our subject, Mr Blake” 

(366). This unfinished speech suggests that Jennings must cut short the narrative of 

his own coming of age in order to complete Blake’s.  

While Jennings is denied a conventional life-story, his unorthodox experiment 

symbolizes another specific mode of “coming of age” that was emerging in late 

Victorian years: degeneration. The meaning of degeneration suggests “growing 

backward”—almost the literal opposite to coming of age. This sheer obverse of the 

cultural logic of the Bildungsroman indicates how he explores hitherto untrodden 

psychological dimensions and solves the case that has eluded normative social 

wisdom. Jennings’s experiment is conducted with opium and mesmerism which 

compromise the Western and civilized manner of scientific inquiry and medicine—

the manner that Sergeant Cuff once tried only with limited success. Blake’s opium-

induced trance reminds readers of his uncle’s initial robbery of the moonstone. The 

British officer John Herncastle is said to have been “given up to smoking opium and 

collecting old books; sometimes he was reported to be trying strange things in 

chemistry” (31). The two Opium Wars were recent collective memories in Collins’s 

time, and they were generally marginalized in mainstream media for their undeniable 

moral bankruptcy. Opium and other drugs were uncomfortable reminders of the 
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Orient and Oriental invasion: “A sinister form of invasion was the persistent 

mythology of colonial acquisition as a disease or drug infecting the metropolis” (Roth 

87). Opium was a symbol of the imperial guilt ever since the Opium Wars and 

aroused in British consciousness the fear of degeneration through contact with the 

Orient. The unorthodoxy of Jennings’s treatment reveals how the modern empire is 

founded upon its other, that is to say, the other to its orthodox notion of growing 

“human.” 

How the experiment proceeds further manifests this motif of degeneration, or 

growing backward. Blake is mesmerized into staging a virtual time-reversing bodily 

experience for the detective-audience and repeat what he did a year earlier so that he 

can prove his innocence and marriageability. The irony of his coming of age comes 

to the climax. What completes his coming of age in the end is not Blake’s maturation 

process but the repetition of a past action that remains unknown even to himself. To 

take the final step toward his coming of age, he needs to age backward first by a year 

and “degenerate.” In short, to prove his marriageability and evoke the progress of 

history as in the classical Bildungsroman, he needs to displace the fundamental 

assumptions of Bildung. Vis-à-vis the fin-de-siècle culture of decadence, James Eli 

Adams argues that “failings or frustrations tend to be interpreted as the return to an 

earlier state, or the eruption of a past that has not been left behind, usually because 

it is aligned with intractable psychic forces antagonistic to civilization itself” (378; 

emphasis added). Published in 1868, Collins’s detective novel does not deal with the 

final years of the century. A Victorian marriage plot somehow survives in the end, 

and in that sense, the novel is not thoroughly modernist yet. My analysis has shown, 

however, that this novel paves the way for late nineteenth-century literature by 

rewriting and simultaneously debunking a classical coming-of-age narrative. No 

motif can better serve this generic dialectic than that of degeneration, the temporal 

other to coming of age.  

In addition to the detective experiment, Jennings’s own appearance also vividly 

marks the otherness to coming of age. Representing his heterogeneous identity, his 

appearance is filled with multiple boundary-violating, liminal features: 

 
His nose presented the fine shape and modelling so often found among 

the ancient people of the East, so seldom visible among the newer races 

of the West. His forehead rose high and straight from the brow. His 

marks and wrinkles were innumerable. . . . Add to this a quantity of thick 

closely-curling hair, which, by some freak of Nature, had lost its colour 

in the most startlingly partial and capricious manner. Over the top of his 
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head it was still of the deep black which was its natural colour. Round 

the sides of his head—without the slightest gradation of grey to break 

the force of the extraordinary contrast—it had turned completely white. 

(189) 

 

Anticipated earlier by the bizarre and extraordinary appearances of Cuff and 

Murthwaite, Jennings’s look displays his detective genius that arises not in 

established social signifiers but abnormality and transgression. His uncanny 

appearance exhibits a range of mixtures between ancient and modern, East and West, 

and old and new, all of which demonstrate the state of degenerated or dislodged 

coming of age.7 

Jennings’s look illustrates what art and literary historians call grotesquery. 

Geoffrey Galt Harpham sees the grotesque as having a liminal but productive status. 

The grotesque does not merely indicate the source of terror but the juxtaposition of 

the familiar and unfamiliar such that it remains unnamable and refuses to be pinned 

down by any symbolic system. The grotesque comes when “in the midst of an 

overwhelming impression of monstrousness there is much we can recognize, much 

corrupted or shuffled familiarity” (5). Harpham argues that the grotesque facilitates 

a better understanding of “hitherto ignored reservoirs of meaning on the margins—

in the ulterior, the secondary, the unstressed, and the repressed” (22). Jennings’s own 

grotesquery likewise mirrors his entitlement to an alternative interpretative and 

experiential possibility. Owing to his grotesquery, Jennings outwits those within 

conventional social codes and classificatory regimes. He successfully copes with the 

equally grotesque, uncanny case that has not been solved by normative forms of 

intelligence. In short, Jennings’s appearance as well as his biographical background 

demonstrate that what Harpham calls grotesquery is a product of specific historical 

conditions. The British Empire brings about unpredictable racial/cultural contacts 

and produces its own grotesque and potentially subversive, if not legitimate, subjects.  

In The Moonstone, Jennings and the two other socially uprooted and grotesque 

subjects are required to serve for the protagonist’s coming of age. Even so, my 

analysis shows that the conventional, normative coming of age never nurtures a 

reliable and necessary detective power in this novel. Jennings’s contribution shows 

that the crucial detective power originates precisely in subverting the evolutionary 

and developmental logic of the classical coming of age. As is portrayed in the above 

quote about his look, his ontological uncertainty and alternative intelligence are best 

                                                           
7 For an analysis of the abnormal body in The Moonstone and how Victorian culture regarded 

abnormality as immoral, see Mossman. 
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marked by the disjointed temporality of his (un)growth—young and simultaneously 

old, “without the slightest gradation” (189).  

 

Conclusion 
 

The story comes to an end with the apparently conventional happy ending of 

the coming-of-age plot: a marriage that stands for the restoration of a collective whole 

and a new baby that promises generational continuity. The successful socialization at 

the denouement, however, pictures anything but a façade of normalcy. The classical 

coming-of-age plot fails to generate the necessary agency to meet the ideological end 

of this prototypical detective novel. The detective work that leads to a 

Bildungsroman-like ending does so by alienating the latter’s ideological promise.  

During the formative years of British detective fiction, this inner contradiction 

of Collins’s novel reflects on its contemporary social instability. Michael McKeon 

argues that “[g]enres fill a need for which no adequate alternative method exists. And 

when they change, it is as part of a change both in the need they exist to fill and in 

the means that exist for its fulfillment” (20). McKeon’s work on the origins of the 

novel is also enlightening for the rise of detective fiction in the mid-nineteenth 

century. In the tightening international competition for limited markets, the 

increasingly monopolized and risky flow of capital threatened existing national body 

and cultural norms. Hannah Arendt claims that “its logical consequence is the 

destruction of all living communities, those of the conquered as well as of the people 

at home” (137). This global situation began to unsettle the belief in the development 

of the modern individual as an organic national subject. The Bildungsroman was 

becoming outdated as a literary expression of the belief.  

In Britain, detective fiction rose in response to this new epistemological, moral, 

and social challenge. The Moonstone is monumental in its design to create detective 

fantasy and restore social normalcy in literature. My research shows that Collins’s 

novel reproduces the anachronistic mode of cultural comfort one would get in the 

classical Bildungsroman, while the dialectic structure of the novel simultaneously 

undermines this conservative fantasy. Crucial agency for detection is instead 

embodied by the subjects associated with margins, uprootedness, but without a 

homogenous, organic national culture to settle and reproduce. By analyzing how The 

Moonstone rewrites the Bildungsroman in the context of the British Empire in the 

mid- to late nineteenth century, one can uncover the novel’s generic hybridity and 

ideological contradictions as detective fiction. The Moonstone does not abandon the 

traditional coming-of-age narrative of the Bildungsroman entirely. Rather, during the 
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phase of the detective genre’s self-fashioning, the coming-of-age narrative 

supplements the detective narrative as its inner contradiction. Ultimately, Collins’s 

novel demonstrates how fictional genres developed in dialectic with one another in 

nineteenth-century Britain.  
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